BOOK GENRES!

__ tales are culturally based - like Aesop's fables
The Brothers Grimm wrote __ tales like Little Red Riding Hood
__ is the Japanese word for comics
A general term for a long fictional work
O. Henry's The Gift of the Magi is an example of a __ story
Some books are __ for religious, political and social reasons
__ include Peanuts, Calvin and Hobbes, Zits, and Rose is Rose
Stephen King is a master of __ novels
A __ focuses more on the author's experiences than an autobiography
Maya Angelou, Robert Frost, and e e cummings wrote __
Star Wars, Star Trek, Warhammer and Halo books are parts of a __
The Farmer's __ is printed annually and gives information by date
Dickens, Austen, Bronte, Twain are considered __ authors by some
Tolkien, Salvatore, Goodkind and Jordon are __ fiction authors
General category for books that are not based in fact
A __ novel is a type of comic book that covers a long storyline
__ novels can be classified as Regency, historical, or contemporary
Ray Bradbury, Isaac Asimov and Robert Heinlein wrote __ fiction
Dr. Phil, Dr. Laura and Deepak Chopra write __ __ books
Suspense or __ books might not have a murder, but there is mystery
A book written about someone's life
C.S. Lewis, Janette Oke and Frank Peretti are __ fiction writers
Agatha Christie was the queen of murder __
Greek and Roman __ is still prevalent in today's literature
Paul Bunyan, Pecos Bill and Johnny Appleseed are American __ __
__ fiction takes place in the past
Books that are based on facts and actual events
When someone writes a book about their own life
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